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•  history 

PLYWOOD 
 
 

Plywood 

A material born of natural wood and 
formed by vigorous industr ial 
processes that can assume organic of 
shapes through bending, laminating, 
and molding 



•  history 

BENTWOOD 
FURNITURE 

 
 

History of Bent Wood | Cradle - Gebruder Thonet"
 



•  history 

BENTWOOD 
FURNITURE 
 
 
 
§  The furniture of Michael Thonet is 

today recognized as an important 
predecessor to iconic modernist 
furniture.   

§  Techniques pioneered in his studio 
bear a strong resemblance, both 
technically and aesthetically to bent/
molded ply pieces of the 20th century 
as well as tubular steel furniture of 
Mies, Breuer and Le Corbusier  

§  Thonet originally experimented and 
eventually produced bent ply furniture, 
but was forced away from the 
technology due to inadequate glues 
available at the time. 

 
 

History of Bent Wood | Boppard Chair - Michael Thonet, 1841"
 



•  history 

BENTWOOD 
FURNITURE 

 
§  By soaking and steaming 

birch rods, Thonet was able 
to create bentwood forms 
that would hold their shape 
after removal from a mold. 

 

History of Bent Wood | Thonet Chairs - Michael Thonet"
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BENTWOOD 
FURNITURE 

 
 

History of Bent Wood | Bistritz Chair - August Thonet   "
 

 
 

 
§  The Thonet family stayed in the 

furniture business for more than a 
century.   

§  Michael’s son, August Thonet, 
designed and built the Bistritz chair 
for a 1900 World Exhibition in Paris. 

§  This chair was cut and formed from a 
single sheet of plywood.   

 
 



•  history 

EARLY MILESTONES  
 
 
 
c. 1850 -  As the inventor of the rotary lathe, and a pioneer in modern manufacturing techniques, Immanuel 

 Nobel is often credited with the invention of modern plywood. 
 

 The landscape historian John Stilgoe has theorized that the 4' x 8' dimensions of a standard sheet are 
 due to the space required for moving a mule into a barn. 

 
1880 -  Article in Harper’s Magazine describes a canoe made up of three pressed, molded veneers.  1/8” 

 thick, and “without a seam except at the ends”. (interestingly, waterproof glues were not available at 
 the time) 

 
1907 -  Thomas J. Autzen of Portland, Oregon revolutionized manufacturing with an automated glue spreader, 

 helping to economize and popularize plywood.  Production increased rapidly to 420 panels per day by 
 1907. 

 
1929 -  By this time, there were 17 plywood mills in the Pacific Northwest and production reached a record 

 358 million square feet (3/8-inch basis). 
 
1934 -  Invention of truly waterproof adhesive allows plywood to be used outdoors, opening huge markets. 

 http://www.tnwood.com/T_PlyHistory.html  

History of Bent Plywood 



•  history History of Bent Plywood 

EARLY ADOPTION 
 
 
§  Door Panels 
§  Automobile running boards 
§  Low cost construction (“Dri-Bilt” 

Homes)  
 ceilings, walls, subfloors, siding 
 and sheating 

§  More importantly: Boats and Airplane 

The need for light-weight, strong, moldable 
materials made plywood ideal for boat hulls 
and early airplanes 

 



•  history 

LOUGHEAD (lockhead) +  
NORTHRUP 

History of Bent Plywood 

Enterprising aeronautical engineers pioneered 
plywood molding technology for airplane 
fuselages. 
 
Veneers and adhesive were laid up in a concrete 
mold, over which an inflatable rubber bag was 
placed.  After bolting a cover over the mold, the 
rubber bag was inflated maintaining pressure on 
the veneers while the adhesives cured. 

"
"
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LOUGHEAD (lockhead) +  
NORTHRUP 

History of Bent Plywood 

Diagram of plywood molding technique 



•  history 

LOUGHEAD (lockhead) +  
NORTHRUP 

History of Bent Plywood 
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WORLD WARS 
 

History of Bent Plywood 

Material shortages provided unparalleled impetus 
for the expansion of the plywood industry 
§  Boats – Life boats, PT boats (2 thick mahogany 

layers with canvas/adhesive layer between) 
§  Airplane fuselages Monocoque = single shell 
§  Eames glider nose cone (experimental) 



•  history 

MODERN METHODS 
 
c. 1930 -  Alvar Aalto  experimented with continuously rounded plywood sears and backs using 

 Thonet’s basic principles. His most famous design, the Paimio chair, with its sleek 
 organic curves and rounded knees, was produced early in the decade and is one of 
 the first truly modern plywood furniture constructions 

 
1933 -  Gerald Summers’ One-Piece Armchair becomes the first single piece plywood chair. 
 
1942 -  Charles and Ray Eames’ wooden splint was developed for Evans Co. and distributed 

 to the U.S. Navy during WWII; Approximately 50,000 were produced 
 
1946 -  Eames’ molded plywood chairs and furniture products are Introduced by Herman 

 Miller Company which included bent plywood chairs, tables, case goods, radio 
 enclosures and folding screens 

 
1946 -  The high end Eames’ Lounge  Chair is introduced and is considered to be a 

 masterpiece of industrial design 
 
 

History of Bent Plywood 
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BENT PLYWOOD  
Curves along one dimension  

History of Bent Plywood | Gerrit Rietveld – Beugelstoel, 1927  

§  One of the early examples of use of 
plywood in furniture design. 

§  Consisted of one single piece of 
plywood wrapping from the to of the 
back to the front of the seat. 

§  Rigid chai r : Despi te v isual 
lightness, the plywood also served 
as a stabilizing element for the two 
framing pieces of metal 
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BENT PLYWOOD  
Curves along one dimension  

 

History of Bent Plywood | Alvar Aalto – Paimio Chair, 1931  

§  Admired as much for its sculptural 
presence as for its comfort 

§  The chair's framework consists of two 
closed loops of laminated wood, forming 
arms, legs, and floor runners, between 
which rides the seat—a thin sheet of 
plywood tightly bent at both top and 
bottom into sinuous scrolls, giving it 
greater resiliency. Used in the patients' 
lounge, the angle of the back of this 
armchair was intended to help sitters 
breathe more easily 

§  Aalto's bentwood furniture had a great 
influence on the designers Charles and 
Ray Eames and architect Eero Saarinen 

Alvar Aalto 
Bent Knee Patent Drawing, 1932 



•  history History of Bent Plywood | Marcel Breuer – Isokon Long Lounge, 1935 

BENT PLYWOOD 
Curves along one dimension  

§  L o u n g e  c h a i r 
composed of one 
piece of undulating 
and thin plywood 

§  Suspended in a 
l a m i n a t e d w o o d 
frame 

§  T h e  m i n i m a l 
connection between 
t h e t w o p i e c e s 
proved to be a 
challenge in terms of 
structural stability, 
and revisions had to 
be made during the 
c h a i r s ’ 
manufacturing 



•  history History of Bent Plywood | Charles + Ray Eames - Eames Furniture 

Kazam Machine 

MOLDED PLYWOOD  
Compound Curves 

§  Their designs not only tested new 
technologies but also levels of comfort, 
stability and ease of production (economy of 
materials, reduced costs, minimized number 
of compornents, etc) 

§  The Kazam! Machine, built by the couple, 
was used as a molding device. 

–  2 x 4 wood studs, flat plywood panels and spare 
bicycle parts housed a plaster molded seat 

–  Exposed electrical wire embedded on its surface 
provided the necessary heat to cure the glue 

–  Veneer sheets were coated with glue then placed 
inside the plaster mold, and the machine was the 
sealed with an inflatable bag wedged on top of the 
veneers plies. 

–  The bag was inflated so as to produce enough 
pressure and the heating wires were turned on for 
six hours of drying. 



•  history History of Bent Plywood | Charles + Ray Eames – LMW (lounge chair wood), 1945 

MOLDED PLYWOOD  
Compound Curves 

§  Designed at the same time the 
Eames’ LCM (Loung Chair Metal) 
was designed.  

§  Though the Eames’ preferred using 
metal in their designs, the scarcity of 
metal arfer WWII drove the couple to 
design this all plywood chair. 

§  This chair, along with the LCM, was 
selected for production at a larger 
scale.  



•  history History of Bent Plywood | Other examples 

MOLDED PLYWOOD  
Compound Curves 

Eames LCM –Lounge 
Chair Metal 1945"

Grete Jalk - GJ Chair, 1963  George Nelson -Pretzel Armchair, 1957 



•  history History of Bent Plywood | Other examples 

MOLDED PLYWOOD  
Compound Curves 

Eames LCM –Lounge 
Chair Metal 1945"

 
David Rowland – 40/4 Chair, 1964 



•  history Bending Techniques 

§  Steam Bending 
–  Uses only water and heat 

§  Low energy, more sustainable approach 
§  Time restrictions due to temperature changes 

§  Vacuum Bag Pressing 
–  Air drawn out of sealed bag via pump  

§  Form external to bag: Ideal for gentle curves 
that don’t require a lot of force to bend and 
shape thin veneers 

§  Form inside bag: Ideal for veneers that require 
equally distributed pressure needed for 
bending   

§  Clamp Molding 
–  Plywood layers clamped to a pre-constructed form 

§  Wood 
§  Concrete 
§  Insulated foam 
§  CNC milled 

 

FORMING PROCESSES 



•  history Steam Bending 



•  history Tom Raffield- Chaise Lounge 

STEAM BENT FURNITURE 



•  history Vacuum Bag Pressing 

Form external to bag:  

Form inside bag:  



•  history Kino Guerin Vacuum Pressed Veneer Furniture 

VACUUM PRESSED  
FURNITURE 



•  history Clamp Molding 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TXAeLwJ8fcw  
 



•  history Kulms 02 Chair by Lerival 

CLAMP MOLDED FURNITURE 



•  history University of Cincinatti Furniture Design Project 

BRINGING CONCEPTS  
TO REALITY 

University of Cincinnati  
Student Design 

  
Camber Lounge  Chair  

by Jon Panichella 
 



•  history University of Cincinatti: Camber Lounge  Chair by Jon Panichella  



•  history University of Cincinatti: Camber Lounge  Chair by Jon Panichella  
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7 Series Chair  
Designed by Arne Jacobsen & made by 
Fritz Hansen in Denmark 
 

“Few people buy our chairs just to sit on 
them; they’re way too expensive and 
highly designed,” says Jacob Holm, 
president and CEO of Fritz Hansen. The 
reason Danes of all classes purchase the 
pricey product is cultural: “It’s very dark in 
Denmark in the winter so we need to 
have beautiful homes,” Holm says. 

 

Industrial Process | Form Shaping 



•  history Industrial Process | Clamp Molding 

Veneer Selection and Prep: Worker runs veneer strips 
through a machine designed to glue them together 
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Stacks of veneer are cut into their rough shapes 

Industrial Process | Clamp Molding 
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Veneers are glazed with adhesive 

Industrial Process | Clamp Molding 
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After being coated with glue, the veneers are stacked 
into piles of nine plies, with grain alternating 

Industrial Process | Clamp Molding 
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A heavy hydraulic press forms the nine plies into a single molded piece.  
This machine is capable of forming up to eight chairs at a time. 

Industrial Process | Clamp Molding 
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After molding, a worker places molded ‘blanks’, three at a time, into a CNC mill, which cuts the chair to 
shape.  This mill can be set to cut one of three different chair profiles from Jacobsen’s standard blank mold. 

Industrial Process | Clamp Molding 
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After passing through the CNC mill, workers inspect the chairs, destroying 
those with defects, and hand-sanding those that pass muster. 

Industrial Process | Clamp Molding 
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Up to five coats of paint are applied robotically  

Industrial Process | Clamp Molding 
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Inspection of form and finish before leg assembly is attached 

Industrial Process | Clamp Molding 
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Inspection of legs before attachment and shipment 

Industrial Process | Clamp Molding 
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BEAMS CHAIR 
Eric & Johny Design Studio 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Industrial Chair Manufacturing Process 

http://vimeo.com/58087794  
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Video links 
§  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TXAeLwJ8fcw 
§  http://blog.cutmodern.com/tag/bent-plywood-furniture/ 
§  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TXAeLwJ8fcw  
 

Information links 
§  http://www.instructables.com/id/Bent-Plywood-Night-Stands/ 
§  http://www.woodworkingtalk.com/f9/design-student-bent-plywood-lounge-chair-

project-28027/ 
§  http://www.themethodcase.com/beams-chair-by-ericandjohnnydesignstudio/ 
§  http://www.eameshouse250.org/timeline.html 
§  http://blog.cutmodern.com/tag/bent-plywood-furniture/ 
§  http://www.sawmillcreek.org/showthread.php?110115-Eames-Chair-Bent-Plywood-

Question 
§  http://www.wikihow.com/Bend-Plywood 
§  http://www.tomraffield.com/products/furniture/chaise-longue.php 
§  http://craftcouncil.org/magazine/article/bent-design 
§  http://www.joewoodworker.com/veneering/vacuumforming.htm 
§  http://www.primitiveways.com/bending.html 

Additional Resources 


